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 recently hi can anybody help me pls blake_r: Probably still in a live session. i got question what it means kein: yes its still there
after reboot Hi, I am trying to boot a macbook pro on a newer version of ubuntu. When I boot from the cd and choose "Boot

from first hard disk", I get the black screen (cursor) that means "loading the os". I do not see anything on the screen (tried both
vga and hdmi). Is there any way to pass on the boot screen and see what is actually happening? Guest6889: Have you looked at
the Ubuntu documentation, like amidaniel, I am using a macbook pro. The display does not work on boot up and needs to be

enabled in the bios I tried the same cd on a different computer, with the same result guest-w9iwi: I haven't actually used a mac,
so I don't know about the apple bios. But I do know about the linux "vga=ask" option vga=ask should work on either mac OS or

linux BluesKaj: I don't think it is a bios option amidaniel, tried that too. I am just asking for help. I will try to boot from a
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livecd, maybe I can then have a look at the vga settings thanks guest-w9iwi: I'm not sure. guest-w9iwi: On that page, you can
choose boot from "Floppy Disk" or "Hard Disk" that's a bios setting, amidaniel ikonia i did it. thanks a lot BluesKaj: Maybe so,

but that's not the question he asked. 82157476af
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